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ABSTRACT
Objectives To validate the newly developed Daily 
Experience Sampling Questionnaire (DESQ) that measures 
affective subjective well- being (SWB). The DESQ is an 
end- of- day diary in which respondents retrospectively rate 
their SWB at six different, randomly determined moments; 
it is completed over 1 week. The DESQ shall provide 
an alternative or complementary approach to existing 
methods of near- time SWB measurement (experience 
sampling, Day Reconstruction Method). The primary 
research objective was to determine criterion validity of 
the DESQ.
Design Prospective, non- interventional study.
Setting Participants were recruited in Hamburg, Germany, 
at a specialised outpatient clinic (patients) and via different 
channels (healthy participants).
Participants 101 adults with diagnosed and stable 
psoriasis (46 women, 55 men); 105 adults without 
psoriasis (49 women, 56 men).
Primary and secondary outcome measures Participants 
completed the DESQ for 3 weeks. In weeks 2 and 3, they 
also performed experience sampling. Criterion validity 
was determined by weekwise intraclass correlations 
(ICC) between both methods. Sensitivity to change was 
determined by the correlation between changes in both 
methods from weeks 2 to 3. For convergent validity, 
related concepts such as life satisfaction were measured. 
Retest reliability was determined using DESQ values of 
weeks 2 and 3.
Results Criterion validity was excellent (ICC: 
patients=0.86, 95% CI 0.81 to 0.91; healthy 
participants=0.86, 95% CI 0.79 to 0.91). Sensitivity to 
change was r=0.57 and r=0.56, respectively. Correlations 
with convergent criteria were mostly significant and higher 
in constructs more proximal to SWB. The ICC indicating 
retest reliability was 0.77 in patients (95% CI 0.68 to 0.84) 
and 0.81 in healthy participants (95% CI 0.73 to 0.86).
Conclusions The DESQ is a valid, reliable and feasible 
instrument for SWB measurement in people with 
psoriasis and healthy people. Its approach of end- of- day 
evaluations of single moments may also lend itself to the 

measurement of other highly time- variant constructs such 
as pain, fatigue or depression.

INTRODUCTION
Subjective well- being (SWB) can be defined 
as affective SWB, that is, the extent of positive 
and negative emotions a person experiences, 
or cognitive SWB, that is, satisfaction with 
life.1 This study focused on affective SWB.

SWB is important not only because people 
strive to experience it, but also because it 
predicts other positive outcomes such as altru-
istic behaviour or the experience of meaning.2 
SWB is also important in the medical context. 
Patient well- being is increasingly consid-
ered an important outcome that should be 
assessed as an endpoint within clinical trials, 
but also in clinical practice.3 Arguably, SWB 

Strengths and limitations of this study

 ► This validation study included both patients and 
controls matched for age and gender.

 ► The experience sampling method was used as a val-
idation criterion, enabling the evaluation of criterion 
validity. This is not possible in the majority of ques-
tionnaire validation studies due to the absence of a 
gold standard measure.

 ► As most patients in this study currently had only 
mild psoriasis, results cannot necessarily be gener-
alised to more severely affected patients.

 ► More healthy participants had higher education, 
which limits comparability with the patient group.

 ► The Daily Experience Sampling Questionnaire and 
the experience sampling method had to be used in 
parallel in order to estimate convergence between 
both methods, which may have resulted in memory 
effects.
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is of particular importance in chronic conditions where 
patients experience impairments for a long period of 
time. One such chronic disease with potentially marked 
SWB impairments4 is psoriasis, which is why we chose to 
include people with this condition in our study. Psoriasis is 
a chronic, systemic, immune- mediated disease that leads 
to flaking and scaling of the skin, often accompanied by 
joint or nail problems. Its prevalence varies considerably 
between countries; in Germany, psoriasis affects 2%–3% 
of adults.5 Health- related quality of life (HRQoL) can be 
impaired to a degree comparable with diabetes or cancer; 
patients suffer from physical symptoms such as pain and 
itching, but also from psychosocial effects of stigmatisa-
tion, depression and treatment burden.6 As underlined 
in the World Health Organization Global report on psori-
asis (2016), psoriasis often has considerable impact on 
daily life, including social activities and work life, and 
mental well- being, up to the point of being ‘psychologi-
cally devastating’.7 The World Health Assembly (WHA) 
has identified psoriasis as one of the five major non‐com-
municable diseases.8

This study also included a group of healthy participants 
in order to provide a basis for Daily Experience Sampling 
Questionnaire (DESQ) usage outside the medical field, 
for example, in positive psychology or the economic 
sciences, and for DESQ usage in a healthy control group 
within medical studies.

Patient well- being is mostly evaluated using question-
naires on HRQoL, which is a multidimensional construct 
including physical, social, emotional and other influences 
of illness on a patient’s quality of life.9 HRQoL instru-
ments therefore focus on illness- related aspects of well- 
being; they do not assess well- being directly (eg, by asking 
for positive and negative emotions), but indirectly by 
asking for circumstances assumed to influence well- being 
(eg, physical symptoms).10 However, the same circum-
stances can have very different effects on SWB, which may 
impair comparability of HRQoL assessments both intrain-
dividually and interindividually.10 Therefore, measuring 
SWB may be an important complement to HRQoL in 
determining patients’ subjective impairment.

SWB has also been proposed as a measure of health 
utilities,11 that is, ratio- scaled measures of the utility of a 
particular health state with 0 representing as bad as being 
dead and 1 representing best imaginable health; values below 
0 indicate health states worse than being dead. Health 
utilities are used, among others, to calculate quality- 
adjusted life years in health- economic evaluations so that 
both the duration and the quality of a health state are 
taken into account.

Health utilities are usually determined by eliciting the 
general population’s preference for the health state in 
question based on fictional scenarios.12 This approach 
has been criticised, among others, for its susceptibility to 
focusing illusion bias, which means that its focus on health 
produces overly negative evaluations of the health state 
in question.13 This is why experienced utilities have been 
proposed as an alternative: measuring SWB of patients 

who experience the health state of interest without 
explicitly referring to health.11 Here, health utilities can 
be calculated as the average percentage of moments that 
people in the health state experience positive affect (a 
measure called U- index).11

There are different methods of measuring SWB. In the 
Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS),14 respon-
dents rate the extent to which they experienced different 
positive and negative emotions within a defined period of 
time. This approach risks recall bias due to more extreme 
episodes and more recent episodes being overrepre-
sented in memory (peak- end rule).15 16

Recall bias is avoided in the experience sampling 
method (ESM) where people repeatedly rate their 
momentary SWB at randomly determined moments 
on a mobile device. This method has been used exten-
sively in psychological research for measuring SWB and 
other constructs.17 It captures not only intensity, but also 
dynamics and temporal patterns.18

But ESM also has methodological and practical draw-
backs. It causes multiple interruptions during a day19; 
devices must be provided if participants do not have 
compatible devices; technical briefing and trouble-
shooting is often required. Missing values arise because 
responding is impractical in many situations, such as 
when taking a shower or going to the movies. In many 
occupations, using a phone may not be permitted or 
possible, resulting in the exclusion of potential partici-
pants (eg, nurses).

To avoid these drawbacks, the Day Reconstruction 
Method (DRM) was developed.20 In this end- of- day 
measure, participants divide the complete day into 
episodes, note start and end time of each episode, and 
rate each episode for SWB. There are no interruptions 
during the day, and the measure can be completed on 
paper or electronically. High convergence was found 
between DRM and ESM data,19 21 but affect was rated 
systematically lower in the DRM than in the ESM.22

Though cheap and easy to administer, the DRM has 
the drawback of being time consuming,19 which is why 
it is used mainly for single- day studies. In addition, 
respondents need to make a global SWB judgement of 
each episode, even if their well- being during the episode 
fluctuated. DRM data can thus be biased by peak- end 
effects.19 The latter problem also applies to short versions 
of the DRM where only parts of the day are evaluated.23 24

In this study, the newly developed DESQ was used. It 
combines advantages of ESM and DRM by using a once- 
daily assessment via questionnaires (like DRM) and 
assessing only a random sample of moments (like ESM). 
The DESQ is completed each evening over seven days. 
For each day, it covers six time points (eg, 14:30), which 
have been determined randomly and which vary between 
days. Respondents state their recalled activity at that 
moment (eg, shopping) and rate their recalled SWB on 
a seven- point smiley scale ranging from very bad to very 
good (figure 1). Thereby, they are asked for their global 
SWB on a single good- bad- dimension instead of rating 
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different positive and negative emotions, as usually done 
in PANAS, ESM, and DRM. The assumption underlying 
the use of this scale is that the valence of almost every 
(single) moment can be located on either the good or 
bad side of neutral, even though sometimes different 
good and bad emotions may be present at the same 
time.25 This unidimensionality of SWB in single moments 
is supported by latent state- trait models of momentary 
SWB data, showing that ‘situational influences that make 
people happier are exactly those that make people less 
unhappy’.26

The DESQ had been developed with both psori-
asis patients and healthy people,27 including a survey 
on response options for the SWB scale and one week 
completion of the questionnaire followed by cognitive 
debriefing.

The aim of this study was to validate the DESQ in 
people with psoriasis and healthy people in order to 
evaluate it for use in studies both in the medical context 
and in studies on the general population. The primary 
research question of this study was whether the DESQ has 
criterion validity, using ESM as a gold standard.28 ESM was 
chosen as gold standard of SWB measurement because 
its real- time approach minimises recall bias. However, its 
practical limitations motivated the development of the 
DESQ; if DESQ data converge with ESM data despite 
of the DESQ’s longer recall period, this suggests that 
valid data can also be collected with this more practical 
approach. Additional properties to be tested included 
convergent validity, retest reliability, sensitivity to change 
and feasibility.

METHODS
Setting and participants
Participants were at least 18 years old and had sufficient 
cognitive and German language abilities to complete the 
measures.

Participants with psoriasis (in the following: patients) 
had received the diagnosis a year or more ago; physicians 
judged that severity of psoriasis would probably remain 
stable during data assessment; treatment had not changed 
in the previous three months and was expected to remain 
unchanged during data assessment.

The only inclusion criterion specific to the group of partic-
ipants without psoriasis (in the following: healthy partici-
pants) was not having psoriasis. They were recruited to match 
the patient group in terms of age group and gender.

Most patients were recruited at a specialised outpatient 
clinic for psoriasis; healthy participants were recruited via 
different channels (table 1). All participants lived in the 
city of Hamburg, Germany, and surroundings.

Procedures
On study inclusion, the ESM software (see below) was 
installed on the participant’s own mobile phone, if 
compatible, or a loaned device. Participants tried out a 
demo version and were given a folder including the paper 
questionnaires (see below).

Starting the following Sunday, participants completed 
paper questionnaires every evening for 22 consecutive 
days (figure 2). These covered sociodemographic and 
clinical data (day 1), the DESQ (days 2–22), a number of 
convergent criteria (baseline or once weekly), and feasi-
bility questions (day 22).

In the second and third weeks, participants also 
completed the ESM on the mobile phone. The reason for 
starting ESM in week 2 only is that we wanted to determine 
whether the DESQ responses changed systematically once 
participants also completed the ESM; this would suggest 
reactivity,29 in particular due to learning effects.

A compensation of 100 to 150 Euro, depending on 
ESM data completeness, was paid.

Instruments
Age, gender, education, and employment situation were 
assessed at baseline.

Comorbidity was assessed with the German Self- 
Administered Comorbidity Questionnaire (SCQ- D).30 31

Psoriasis characteristics included year of initial diag-
nosis, whether nails or joints were affected by psoriasis, 
and whether psoriatic arthritis had been diagnosed. A 
physician global assessment of current disease severity 
was obtained on a visual analogue scale broken down into 
5 segments labelled 0=no, 1=mild, 2=moderate, 3=sever, 
4=very severe psoriasis.

The DESQ should be completed every evening. For 
each week and person, a total score was calculated as 
the U- index. This index is the percentage of moments 
a person feels good. It was proposed by Dolan and 
Kahneman11 as a ratio- scaled SWB score—a feature that 
makes it suitable, among others, as a utility measure 
in health- economic evaluation. This is why Dolan and 
Kahneman11 recommend the U- index as a health utility 
measure instead of the commonly used preference- based 
measures. In this study, the U- index was calculated for 

Figure 1 Extract from Daily Experience Sampling 
Questionnaire (DESQ) (own translation from the German 
original).
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each participant by dividing the number of the responses 
‘rather good’, ‘good’, or ‘very good’ by the total number 
of valid responses of the respective person, and multi-
plying the result by 100.

For the ESM, we used movisensXS for Android (Movi-
sens GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany). This app sent acoustic 
alerts at a random time within each 3- hours interval 
between 05:00 and 23:00, except when participants 
declared themselves to be asleep using an app func-
tion for this purpose. Participants thus received up to 
six alerts per day. Every alarm was repeated four times 
after an interval of 1 min each. If participants forgot to 
declare themselves awake by 10:00 a.m., the app would 

Table 1 Baseline characteristics of study participants

Patients 
(n=101)

Healthy 
participants 
(n=105)

Age: mean±SD, range 46.6±13.9, 
19–75

45.9±14.7, 
19–78

Male gender: n (%) 55 (54.5) 56 (53.3)

School education degree: n (%)

  General education (9 years) 17 (16.8) 4 (3.8)

  Middle school (10 years) 36 (34.7) 26 (24.8)

  Higher education (12 or 13 years) 48 (47.5) 74 (70.5)

  Missing – 1 (1.0)

Job situation: n (%)

Working (employed or self- 
employed)

76 (75.2) 75 (71.4)

  Working hours per week: 
mean±SD

36.4±9.2 (1 
missing)

33.0.0±11.7 
(4 missings)

Not working: n (%) 25 (24.8) 29 (27.6)

  Leave of absence (eg, family 
leave)

3 (3.0) 2 (1.0)

  Trainee or voluntary social year 1 (1.0) 4 (3.8)

  Retired or prematurely retired (not 
due to disease)

10 (9.9) 13 (12.4)

  Prematurely retired (due to 
disease)

3 (3.0) 1 (1.0)

  Homemaker 5 (5.0) 2 (1.9)

  Student (incl. pupils) 4 (4.0) 4 (3.8)

  Unemployed 6 (5.9) 4 (3.8)

  Rehabilitation – 1 (1.0)

Current psoriasis severity (physician 
global assessment): mean±SD, 
range

0.8±0.7, 0–3 
(4 missings)

n.a.

Years since first diagnosis: 
mean±SD, range

25.7±14.5, 
1–55 (17 
missings)

n.a.

Nails affected by psoriasis: n (%)

  Yes, currently 28 (28.8) n.a.

  Yes, formerly 33 (32.7) n.a.

  No, never 38 (37.6) n.a.

  Don’t know/ no reply 2 (2.0) n.a.

Joints affected by psoriasis: n (%)

  Yes, currently 31 (30.7) n.a.

  Yes, formerly 14 (13.9) n.a.

  No, never 47 (46.5) n.a.

  Don’t know/no reply 9 (8.9) n.a.

Diagnosis of psoriatic arthritis: n (%)

  Yes 21 (20.8) n.a.

  No 69 (68.3) n.a.

  Don’t know/no reply 11 (10.9) n.a.

Place of recruitment: n (%)

  Outpatient clinic for psoriasis 98 (97.0) –

Continued

Patients 
(n=101)

Healthy 
participants 
(n=105)

  Word- of- mouth 2 (2.0) 0 (39.0)

  Email newsletter to employees – 20 (19.0)

  Job posting website for students 1 (1.0) 14 (13.3)

  Dental clinic – 13 (12.4)

  Short article in a local newspaper – 7 (6.7)

  Dental practice – 6 (5.7)

  Other – 4 (3.8)

EQ- 5D- 3L on subjective health: 
mean±SD, range

0.83±0.16, 
0.25–1.00 (1 
missing)

0.89±0.14, 
0.38–0.1

EQ VAS on subjective health: 
mean±SD, range

74.4±16.9, 
20–100

82.2±14.4, 
35–100

Skindex-17 (score on psychosocial 
impairment): mean±SD, range

3.3±4.5, 
0–22 (3 
missings)

n.a.

Skindex-17 (score on symptoms): 
mean±SD, range

2.5±1.9, 0–6 
(2 missings)

n.a.

SCQ- D: mean±SD, range 1.6±1.5, 0–7 1.3±1.7, 0–9

NEO- FFI neuroticism score: 
mean±SD, range

19.5±8.8, 
2–39

17.2±8.0, 
0–39

SWLS: mean±SD, range 24.1±5.8, 
6–35

24.9±6.0, 
6–34

PANAS, positive affect subscale: 
mean±SD, range

3.1±0.6, 
1.2–4.3 (3 
missings)

3.4±0.6, 
1.8–4.5 (7 
missings)

PANAS, negative affect subscale: 
mean±SD, range

1.7±0.5, 
1.0–3.3 (5 
missings)

1.7±0.6, 
1.0–3.7 (2 
missings)

ADS- K on depression: mean±SD, 
range

10.0±7.6, 
0–43 (3 
missing)

8.0±5.5, 
0–26 (2 
missing)

ADS- K, Allgemeine Depressionsskala; EQ- 5D- 3L, EQ- 5D 
questionnaire with three- level response scale; EQ VAS, 
visual analogue scale within the EQ- 5D; n.a., not applicable; 
NEO- FFI, NEO- Five- Factor- Inventory; PANAS, Positive and 
Negative Affect Schedule; SCQ- D, German Self- Administered 
Comorbidity Questionnaire; Skindex-17, Skin Disease- Specific 
Quality of Life Questionnaire; SWLS, Satisfaction with Life Scale.

Table 1 Continued
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automatically resume sending alerts. Through the alert, 
participants were asked to rate their SWB at that moment 
on a 7- point scale (the same as included in the DESQ, but 
in vertical orientation; see online supplemental figure 1). 
For each week of the ESM, the U- index was calculated.

As convergent criteria, we chose constructs assumed 
to be associated with SWB as they comprised a subjec-
tive evaluation of quality of life and/or were related to 
positive or negative affect. These variables were assessed 
weekly on Sunday evenings:

 ► Subjective health on the present day was measured with 
EQ- 5D questionnaire with three- level response scale 
(EQ- 5D- 3L) and EQ VAS.32 The EQ- 5D- 3L assesses 
mobility, self- care, usual activities, pain/discomfort, 
and anxiety/depression with one item each. From 
these, a health utility score ranging 0–1 was calculated 
using the German valuation set representing societal 
values of the general public.33 In the EQ VAS, partici-
pants rate their health on a visual analogue scale from 
0 (worst) to 100 (best imaginable).

 ► Skin- related HRQoL within the last week was assessed 
with the Skin Disease- Specific Quality of Life Ques-
tionnaire (Skindex-17),34 35 from which sum scores 
on psychosocial impairment and symptoms were 
calculated.

 ► Depression in the last week was measured with the 
15- item Allgemeine Depressionsskala (ADS- K),36 a 
German short version of the Center for Epidemio-
logic Studies Depression Scale37; the sum score was 
calculated.

 ► · The 5- item Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWLS)38 39 
does not refer to a specific time period; a global score 
was calculated.

 ► The PANAS asked for the extent of ten positive and 
ten negative emotions within the last week,14 resulting 
in two sum scores.

 ► SWB in the preceding week was assessed with a global 
rating, using the same 7- point rating scale as in the 
DESQ.

 ► Neuroticism—the tendency to experience nega-
tive emotions—was assessed with the 60- item 
NEO- FFI (NEO- Fünf- Faktoren- Inventar; NEO- Five- 
Factor- Inventory), of which 12 items were used to 

calculate the neuroticism score.40 It was assessed at 
baseline only as neuroticism is a personality trait that 
is highly stable over time.41

Feasibility questions with 4- point response scales 
covered: comprehensibility of instructions, ease of retro-
spectively stating one’s activities and SWB, and feasibility 
of completing the questionnaire every evening. Partici-
pants stated their preference for DESQ or ESM, or chose 
undecided.

Statistics
Data were analysed with SPSS V.22 (IBM, Armonk, New 
York).

For criterion validity, agreement between DESQ and 
ESM in weeks 2 and 3, respectively, was determined 
through two- way mixed, average score, absolute agree-
ment intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC).

The sample size of 100 participants per group was suffi-
cient to determine the 95% CI of pairwise differences 
between DESQ and ESM in a Bland- Altman plot with a 
precision of ±0.34 SD in each group.

Sensitivity to change was determined as Spearman 
correlation of change scores in DESQ and ESM from 
week 2 to week 3. For convergent validity, Spearman 
correlations between DESQ and convergent criteria were 
calculated. For the EQ- 5D- 3L, ICCs were also calculated, 
as it likewise represents a utility score ranging from 0 to 1. 
Therefore, its absolute agreement with the DESQ was of 
interest. For retest reliability, ICC between DESQ values 
of weeks 2 and 3 was calculated. As SWB is assumed to fluc-
tuate, convergence between weeks 2 and 3 values should 
be interpreted as resulting from an individual tendency 
to experience higher or lower levels of SWB. In addition, 
we determined the ICC for week 1 and 3 (ie, longer retest 
period) and for weeks 1 and 2 (ie, 1 week with and one 
without concurrent ESM assessment).

RESULTS
Participants
Out of 116 patients who gave informed consent, 101 were 
analysed; of 113 healthy participants, 105 were analysed 

Figure 2 Schedule of data assessment for each participant.

https://dx.doi.org/10.1136/bmjopen-2020-039227
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(figure 3). The most common reason for exclusion was 
acting on less than 50% of ESM alerts.

Due to matching, both groups were similar in age and 
gender (table 1). However, more healthy participants 
than patients had higher education.

Average psoriasis severity was low at 0.8 (possible range 
0–4), which was a result of the inclusion criterion ‘no 
change in severity and treatment to be expected’: at the 
specialised outpatient clinic, treatment (often systemic) 
will usually be adapted until psoriasis has improved. 
Therefore, most patients had a history of severe psoriasis 
but low current disease activity. Accordingly, skin- specific 
HRQoL was quite good, with 19 patients (18.8%) attaining 
the best possible value in both Skindex subscales.

Subjective well-being
The distribution of SWB responses was highly skewed, the 
most common response being good in both DESQ and 
ESM (39.8%–43.4% of valid responses; figure 4). The 
rating very bad was chosen least often at 0.1%–0.2% of 
moments.

The average DESQ U- Index was similar across the three 
weeks in both patients (79.1, 78.4, 78.1) and healthy partic-
ipants (82.6, 82.8, 81.8; table 2). The group difference 
was not significant (t test for independent samples: week 
1, p=0.174; week 2, p=0.175; week 3, p=0.309. During the 
same time, the average ESM U- index increased slightly 
from 78.8 to 80.7 in patients and from 79.8 to 81.2 in 
healthy participants.

Testing for systematic changes in the DESQ from week 1 
to week 2 (when the ESM was added), the paired samples 
t- test was not significant in either patients (p=0.698) or 

healthy participants (p=0.914), neither was the Wilcoxon 
signed- rank test for related samples on changes in median 
(patients: p=0.974; healthy participants: p=0.313).

Psychometric properties
For criterion validity of the DESQ (table 2) at week 2, an 
ICC of 0.86 was found in both groups. At week 3, ICC was 
0.85 in patients and 0.90 in healthy participants. With all 
ICC values higher than 0.75, this can be considered excel-
lent agreement.42 Bland- Altman plots (figure 5) visualise 
the agreement, plotting differences between DESQ and 
ESM against the mean of both measurements. The lines 
for upper and lower limit of agreement show where about 
95% of the differences between DESQ and ESM lie, which 
in week 2 was between −26 and +23 points in patients 
and between −18 and +24 points in healthy participants. 
Visually, these differences (Y axis) do not appear to differ 
systematically by level of SWB (X- axis).

For retest reliability of the DESQ (table 2) in week 2 to 3, 
ICC was 0.77 in patients and 0.81 in healthy participants, 
indicating excellent concordance.42 For ESM, values were 
similar with ICC=0.75 and 0.78. For weeks 1 and 2 (ie, 1 
week with and one without concurrent ESM assessment) 
and weeks 1–3 (ie, longer retest period), ICCs were lower.

Sensitivity to change of the DESQ (table 2) was highly 
significant with a change correlation of r=0.57 in patients 
and r=0.56 in healthy participants.

All correlations determined for convergent validity 
of the DESQ (table 3) were significant, except for the 
Skindex psychosocial subscale in week 3 (p=0.052). The 
level of correlations differed between weeks, but without 
a clear pattern of increase or decrease. In both groups, 

Figure 3 Flow chart on study inclusion. N, number of participants.
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the highest correlations were found for the SWB single 
item (up to r=0.75) and the ADS- K depression score (up 
to r=−0.66). Correlations with life satisfaction, neurot-
icism and subjective health were weak to moderate. 

Agreement between DESQ and EQ- 5D measures was 
around ICC=0.4 in patients (threshold between poor and 
fair agreement42) and even lower in two out of 3 weeks in 
healthy participants.

Figure 4 Distribution of single responses to the subjective well- being item. (A) Patient (n=10 495) and (B) healthy participant 
responses (n=10 968) within the Daily Experience Sampling Questionnaire (days 2–22), (C) patient (n=6875) and (D) healthy 
participant (n=7094) responses within the experience sampling method (days 15–22).

Table 2 Distribution and reliability of Daily Experience Sampling Questionnaire (DESQ) and experience sampling method 
(ESM); criterion validity and sensitivity to change of DESQ

DESQ 
mean±SD

ESM mean±SD 
(median)

DESQ 
mean±SD

ESM mean±SD 
(median)

Patients (n=101) Healthy participants (n=105)

SWB week 1 79.1±21.3 (84.8) n.a. 82.6±14.2 (85.3) n.a.

SWB week 2 78.4±25.1 (86.5) 78.8±21.8 (86.5) 82.8±20.7 (90.3) 79.8±20.2 (84.6)

SWB week 3 78.1±28.4 (90.6) 80.7±25.4 (91.7) 81.8±23.2 (92.1) 81.2±22.5 (89.2)

Retest reliability: ICC between week 2 and week 3 
(95% CI)

0.77 (0.68 to 
0.84)

0.75 (0.65 to 
0.83)

0.81 (0.73 to 
0.86)

0.78 (0.69 to 
0.85)

Retest reliability: ICC between week 1 and week 2 
(95% CI)

0.68 (0.56 to 
0.77)

n.a. 0.45 (0.28 to 
0.59)

n.a.

Retest reliability: ICC between week 1 and week 3 
(95% CI)

0.59 (0.44 to 
0.70)

n.a. 0.31 (0.12 to 
0.47)

n.a.

Criterion validity: ICC between DESQ and ESM (95% 
CI), week 2

0.86 (0.81 to 0.91) 0.86 (0.79 to 0.91)

Criterion validity: ICC between DESQ and ESM (95% 
CI), week 3

0.85 (0.79 to 0.90) 0.90 (0.85 to 0.93)

Sensitivity to change: Correlation of changes in DESQ 
and ESM from week 2–3

r=0.57 (p<0.001) r=0.56 (p<0.001)

ICC, intraclass correlation coefficient; n.a., not applicable (as ESM started in week two only); r, Spearman correlation coefficient; SWB, 
subjective well- being.
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Most patients (99.0%) and healthy participants (99.1%) 
rated the DESQ instruction as (rather) easy to under-
stand (table 4). The DESQ activity free text items were 
rated mostly/(almost) always easy to answer by 92.0% 
of patients and 95.3% of healthy participants. Almost as 
many respondents (90.1%; 91.4%) regarded the DESQ 
SWB items as (mostly) easy to answer. Most found daily 
completion of the DESQ hardly/not at all bothersome 
(96.1%; 96.2%). Overall, 41.6% of patients and 51.4% of 
healthy participants preferred DESQ over ESM; 34.7% 

and 29.5% preferred ESM (undecided: 21.8% and 
17.1%).

The most common reason for missing responses to 
the DESQ was that participants were asleep, either as 
documented in the activity free text or as assumed by us 
because both activity and SWB were missing only for the 
first time point of the day (table 5). The remaining non- 
entries were considered genuine missing values.

In ESM, the most common reason for missing values 
was that respondents had declared being asleep with the 

Figure 5 Bland- Altman plots showing the level of agreement between the Daily Experience Sampling Questionnaire (DESQ) 
and experience sampling method (ESM; U- indexes). (A) Patient and (B) healthy participant group in week 2, (C) patient and (D) 
healthy participant group in week 3.

Table 3 Convergent validity of the Daily Experience Sampling Questionnaire (DESQ) U- index (weeks 1–3)

Patients (n=101) Healthy participants (n=105)

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 1 Week 2 Week 3

EQ- 5D- 3L on subjective health: ICC 
(95% CI)

0.38 (0.20 to 
0.53)

0.40 (0.22 to 
0.55)

0.40 (0.22 to 
0.55)

0.23 (0.05 to 
0.41)

0.40 (0.22 to 
0.55)

0.33 (0.14 to 
0.49)

EQ- 5D- 3L on subjective health: r (p) 0.43 (<0.001) 0.38 (<0.001) 0.34 (<0.001) 0.32 (0.001) 0.44 (<0.001) 0.31 (0.001)

EQ VAS on subjective health: r (p) 0.55 (<0.001) 0.51 (<0.001) 0.44 (<0.001) 0.29 (0.004) 0.33 (<0.001) 0.39 (<0.001)

Skindex-17 subscale psychosocial 
impairments: r (p)

−0.42 (<0.001) −0.22 (0.0035) −0.25 (0.017) n.a. n.a. n.a.

Skindex-17 subscale symptoms: r (p) −0.37 (<0.001) −0.19 (0.052) −0.22 (0.032) n.a. n.a. n.a.

PANAS subscale on positive emotions: 
r (p)

0.56 (<0.001) 0.60 (<0.001) 0.42 (<0.001) 0.46 (<0.001) 0.36 (<0.001) 0.54 (<0.001)

PANAS subscale on negative 
emotions: r (p)

−0.52 (<0.001) −0.53 (<0.001) −0.39 (<0.001) −0.41 (<0.001) −0.46 (<0.001) −0.36 (<0.001)

Single item on SWB in the preceding 
week: r (p)

0.72 (<0.001) 0.72 (<0.001) 0.69 (<0.001) 0.65 (<0.001) 0.65 (<0.001) 0.75 (<0.001)

SWLS on satisfaction with life: r (p) 0.28 (0.004) 0.51 (<0.001) 0.35 (<0.001) 0.30 (0.002) 0.40 (<0.001) 0.35 (<0.001)

ADS- K on depression: r (p) −0.66 (<0.001) −0.64 (<0.001) −0.52 (<0.001) −0.56 (<0.001) −0.56 (<0.001) −0.63 (<0.001)

NEO- FFI subscale on neuroticism: r (p) −0.43 (<0.001) −0.48 (<0.001) −0.36 (<0.001) −0.29 (0.003) −0.32 (0.01) −0.23 (0.021)

ADS- K, Allgemeine Depressionsskala; EQ- 5D- 3L, EQ- 5D questionnaire with three- level response scale; ICC, intraclass correlation 
coefficient; n.a., not applicable (Skindex-17 was not assessed in healthy participants); p, level of significance; PANAS, Positive and 
Negative Affect Schedule; r, Spearman correlation coefficient; Skindex-17, skin disease- specific quality of life questionnaire; SWB, 
subjective well- being; SWLS, Satisfaction with Life Scale; EQ VAS, visual analogue scale within the EQ- 5D.
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respective app function. Further reasons included alerts 
being ignored or dismissed, late responses, incomplete 
responses (eg, not pressing the check mark after choosing 
a response), switching the phone off, and technical prob-
lems. The overall rate of missing values was slightly higher 

Table 4 Responses to feasibility questions on the DESQ

Patients 
(n=101)

Healthy 
participants 
(n=105)

N % N %

‘The instruction on how to complete the questionnaire was…

  …easy to understand’ 93 92.1 97 92.4

  …rather easy to understand’ 7 6.9 7 6.7

  …rather difficult to understand’ 1 1.0 0 99.0

  …difficult to understand’ 0 0.0 0 0

No response 0 0 1 1.0

‘The question on what you did at the single moments was…

  …(almost) always easy to 
answer’

46 45.5 49 46.7

  …mostly easy to answer’ 47 46.5 51 48.6

  …mostly difficult to answer’ 8 7.9 4 3.8

  …(almost) always difficult to 
answer’

0 0 0 99.0

No response 0 0 1 1.0

‘The question on how you felt at the single moments was…

  …(almost) always easy to 
answer’

48 47.5 46 43.8

  …mostly easy to answer’ 43 42.6 50 47.6

  …mostly difficult to answer’ 9 8.9 8 7.6

  …(almost) always difficult to 
answer’

1 1.0 0 99.0

No response 0 0 1 1.0

‘Daily completion of the DESQ questionnaire was…

  …well feasible in daily life/ not 
bothersome’

54 53.5 69 65.7

  …rather feasible in daily life/ 
hardly bothersome’

43 42.6 32 30.5

  …rather not feasible in daily life/ 
rather bothersome’

2 2.0 2 1.9

  …not feasible in daily life/ 
bothersome’

1 1.0 1 1.0

No response 1 1.0 1 1.0

‘Which method would you prefer as a study participant?’

  ‘Completing the smiley 
questionnaire (DESQ) over a 
week’

42 41.6 54 51.4

  ‘Answering the smiley question at 
the mobile phone over a week’

35 34.7 31 29.5

  ‘Both equally preferred or not 
preferred’

22 21.8 18 17.1

No response 2 2.0 2 1.9

DESQ, Daily Experience Sampling Questionnaire.

Table 5 Missing values in subjective well- being 
(SWB) variable by method (Daily Experience Sampling 
Questionnaire (DESQ) vs experience sampling method 
(ESM)) and reason for missingness

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3

M SD %* M SD %* M SD %*

Patients (n=101)

DESQ

  Asleep, according 
to free- text entry

5.8 2.8 13.7 5.9 3.0 14.1 5.9 3.2 14.1

  Apparently asleep 
(first activity and 
first SWB rating 
missing)

0.5 1.5 1.2 0.6 1.7 1.3 0.7 1.9 1.6

  No entry (though 
not documented 
as sleeping 
or apparently 
asleep)

0.7 1.5 1.6 1.0 1.7 2.3 1.1 3.7 2.7

  Total 7.0 2.6 16.6 7.5 3.1 17.7 7.7 4.5 18.3

ESM

  Alert ignored n.a. n.a. n.a. 3.6 3.3 8.6 3.2 3.3 7.7

  Alert dismissed n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.1 0.4 0.2

  Response too 
late (>10 min after 
trigger)

n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.1 0.8 0.3 0.2 0.8 0.4

  Response 
incomplete

n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1

  App or phone 
inactivated by 
participant

n.a. n.a. n.a. 4.0 2.8 9.5 4.4 2.8 10.5

  No alert received 
due to technical 
problems

n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.1 0.5 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

  Total n.a. n.a. n.a. 8.0 4.4 19.1 7.9 4.4 18.9

Healthy participants (n=105)

DESQ

  Asleep, according 
to free text entry

6.3 2.8 15.1 6.6 2.8 15.7 6.2 2.6 14.8

  Apparently asleep 
(first activity and 
first SWB rating 
missing)

0.2 0.8 0.4 0.2 0.9 0.5 0.3 1.2 0.7

  No entry (though 
not documented 
as sleeping 
or apparently 
asleep)

0.4 0.8 1.0 0.6 1.2 1.4 0.7 1.4 1.6

  Total 6.9 2.8 16.5 7.4 2.8 17.7 7.2 2.6 17.1

ESM

  Alert ignored n.a. n.a. n.a. 3.5 3.9 8.3 4.0 4.2 9.6

  Alert dismissed n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.2

  Response too 
late (>10 min after 
trigger)

n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.2 1.3 0.4 0.3 1.8 0.7

  Response 
incomplete

n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Continued
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than in the DESQ. However, the rate of genuine missing 
values cannot be determined with certainty, as it was 
unclear how many missing responses were in fact due to 
participants being asleep—especially in the ESM. Partici-
pants may have forgotten to deactivate the ESM app when 
going to sleep, then ignoring or dismissing incoming 
alerts. On the other hand, they may have declared being 
asleep or switched off the phone during the day in order 
not to be disturbed. In addition, participants may have 
forgotten to turn off the sleep function immediately after 
waking up. Because of this uncertainty, missing values 
were not replaced in this analysis.

DISCUSSION
Available methods for measuring SWB have limitations, 
which is why the DESQ was developed. It is completed 
only once daily on paper so that respondents will not be 
interrupted multiple times a day and do not need to use 
a mobile device (both of which are advantages over the 
ESM). By evaluating only a random sample of moments 
for SWB instead of the whole day, it can be completed 
quickly and does not require global judgements on 
periods of time (both are advantages over the DRM).

As an end- of- day evaluation may still be susceptible to 
(short- term) recall bias, we tested the DESQ against the 
real- time ESM as a gold standard in this study. Conver-
gence between both methods was excellent, implying that 
the DESQ is of similar accuracy as the ESM. Both methods 
can thus be used interchangeably in future studies, for 
example by offering patients a choice of their preferred 
method, or by using DESQ instead of ESM in those partic-
ipants who do not have a (compatible) smartphone.

Our experience from this study is that the ESM 
required more personnel and greater expense than the 
DESQ, including purchase and configuration of loaned 
devices, participant training using a demo version, and 
technical troubleshooting at short notice. In addition, 
there were fewer missing values in the DESQ than in the 
ESM. We cannot exclude that this might have been due to 
some respondents backfilling the diary for previous days. 
However, this obviously did not pose a major problem 

as criterion validity was high (ie, concordance with the 
real- time assessment was excellent). Possible backfilling 
should also be kept in mind when interpreting the finding 
that daily completion of the DESQ was not or hardly both-
ersome to most participants: this statement will only hold 
true for the frequency with which they actually completed 
the DESQ.

It is important to note that we examined convergence 
of the weekwise U- indexes at group level. Thus, when 
using the DESQ for diagnosis at the individual level and/
or for single days, it may diverge from real- time ESM 
assessment. This is underlined by the finding that in a few 
participants, there was a considerable difference between 
DESQ and ESM U- indexes (figure 5).

As a secondary research question, we assessed, and 
mostly confirmed, additional psychometric properties, 
including retest reliability, convergent validity, and sensi-
tivity to change. Retest reliability was high even though 
SWB is assumed to vary with time and thus to have differed 
between the 2 weeks we used for test and retest. Reliability 
may therefore be underestimated in this study. Conver-
gent validity was confirmed for most criteria. However, the 
DESQ correlated only weakly with skin- related HRQoL as 
measured with the Skindex-17, maybe because this instru-
ment has not been developed specifically for people 
with psoriasis, or due to floor effects, as most patients 
currently had only mild psoriasis. The latter fact is also 
a limitation of this study, as the results cannot necessarily 
be generalised to more severely affected patients. Low 
disease severity may also be the reason for the finding 
that patients had only slightly, and not significantly, lower 
SWB than healthy participants. For both groups alike, 
we thereby confirmed the finding that most people feel 
good most of the time.43 Convergence of the DESQ with 
the EQ- 5D utility index was considerably lower than with 
the ESM, which underlines the very different conceptu-
alisations of health utility as experienced utility versus 
decision utility,11 13 but may also result from the different 
time frame of the measures (today in the EQ- 5D vs the 
previous week in the DESQ).

Due to matching, age and gender were similar in 
both groups, but more healthy participants had higher 
education, which limits comparability with the patient 
group. As higher education was found to be associated 
with better affective SWB,44 45 it is even more surprising 
that in our study, patients reported only slightly, and 
non- significantly, lower SWB than healthy participants. 
Another limitation of this study is that DESQ and ESM 
had to be used in parallel in order to estimate conver-
gence between both methods, which may have resulted 
in memory effects: evaluating their SWB during the day 
may have improved SWB recall in the evening. However, 
different time points were used in both methods, and we 
found no change in the DESQ when ESM was added at 
week 2, which speaks against a systematic effect of the 
ESM on DESQ responses.

Future research should assess whether the DESQ is sensi-
tive to changes with regard also to clinical improvements, 

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3

M SD %* M SD %* M SD %*

  App or phone 
inactivated by 
participant

n.a. n.a. n.a. 3.7 2.6 8.9 4.2 2.5 10.1

  No alert received 
due to technical 
problems

n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.1 0.8 0.3 0.2 1.0 0.4

  Total n.a. n.a. n.a. 7.7 5.2 18.3 8.8 5.6 21.0

*Percentage of all potential 42 responses within a week (six times per 
day over 1 week).
M, arithmetic mean; n.a., not applicable (as ESM started in week 2 
only).;

Table 5 Continued
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for example, in response to different medical treatments. 
This would support feasibility of the DESQ as an addi-
tional patient- reported outcome in clinical trials. Evalu-
ating this characteristic was not possible in the current 
study where stable disease severity was an inclusion crite-
rion in order to be able to estimate retest reliability. For 
use of the DESQ in patients with diseases other than 
psoriasis, additional psychometric evaluation is needed, 
not least because the pattern and extent of SWB impair-
ment will likely differ depending on the indication.

The principle of end- of- day evaluations of single 
moments also lends itself to the measurement of other 
highly time- variant constructs where it could be tested as 
an alternative to ESM and DRM. DRM has been used to 
measure pain, fatigue and depression in older adults.46 A 
version of the DESQ that is adapted to, for example, pain 
measurement would retrospectively assess this symptom 
at randomly determined time points of the respective day; 
this might be an even less time- consuming way to estimate 
the time people spend in pain.

Finally, some participants told us about benefits from 
completing the DESQ when they returned lend devices 
and questionnaire folders. For example, one patient used 
her DESQ responses as ‘proof’ of her being impaired in 
everyday life when discussing with her clinician. Another 
participant reported being surprised by finding that she 
had rated her SWB when walking the dog as good; she 
had always considered this activity an unpleasant duty 
but now appraises it as a recreational activity. These anec-
dotes suggest that the DESQ might also be useful as a tool 
for reflecting and supporting one’s own well- being.

CONCLUSIONS
We conclude that the DESQ is reliable, valid and sensi-
tive to change in both persons with and without psoriasis. 
Criterion validity with regard to ESM was confirmed, with 
even the lower limit of the 95% CI of the ICC lying above 
the threshold for excellent convergence. The DESQ was 
well accepted by most participants. It can thus be recom-
mended as a time- saving and resource- saving alternative 
to the ESM. In future SWB studies, participants could be 
offered to choose between the paper- based DESQ and the 
ESM according to their preferences and/or the availability 
of their own, compatible smartphone, as both methods 
generated sufficiently similar data on group level. This 
would make it possible to also include participants who 
have limited access to their smartphones during the day 
(eg, shop assistants). In studies with limited resources, 
only the DESQ could be used to measure SWB so that 
loaned devices, technical support and in- person training 
on use of the ESM app are not necessary.
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